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Abstract. Hypermethylation of the promoter region of the 
MLH1 gene leads to loss of Mlh1 protein expression and 
plays a key role in the development of gastric cancer. Little is 
known about the association between Mlh1 expression and the 
clinicopathological and patient characteristics in early gastric 
neoplasia, particularly in endoscopically resected tumors. 
Immunohistochemistry was used to examine Mlh1 expression 
in 140 early gastric neoplasias obtained by endoscopic resection 
and comprising 31 gastric adenomas (GAs) and 109 early 
gastric cancers (EGCs), and compared them to corresponding 
clinicopathological and patient data. P53 expression and  
phenotypic profiles were also analyzed. The rate of reduced 
Mlh1 expression and P53 overexpression was 9.6 and 6.5% 
in GAs, and 27.5 and 27.5% in EGCs, respectively. In elderly 
patients (≥65 years of age), the aberrant expression of Mlh1 
in EGCs was more significant in female than in male patients 
(59.9 vs. 29.8%; P=0.016). In addition, the frequency of aberrant 
Mlh1 expression in EGCs increased significantly in patients 
with oncological family histories and elevated gross type 
(P=0.033 and P=0.04, respectively). Moreover, a significant 
correlation was observed among aberrant Mlh1, P53-negative 
and HGM expression. The present findings suggest that loss 
of Mlh1 expression is associated with age, gender, oncological 
family history and tumor growth pattern in EGC. Patient and 
tumor characteristics are key factors in the screening, surveil-
lance and diagnosis of early gastric neoplasia, particularly in 
elderly individuals.

Introduction

The incidence of gastric cancer (GC) has decreased over the 
last decade. However, GC remains the second leading cause 

of cancer-related mortality and the fourth most common 
malignant tumor type worldwide (1,2). The incidence of GC 
in elderly individuals is currently on the increase in Japan 
due to the extended life span of the general population. It is 
estimated that GC in patients 65 years of age or older accounts 
for approximately 70% of total GCs (3). GC risk is affected 
by H. pylori virulence factors, a family history of GC, host 
genetics and environmental factors (cigarette smoking, in 
particular) (4-7). A high mortality rate has been noted world-
wide, with a 5-year survival rate of approximately 20% (8). In 
Japan, the 5-year survival rate is over 50% (9). One of the key 
factors that negatively affect the survival rate is the late detec-
tion of tumors. To achieve a complete cure, primary tumors 
should be detected at an early stage. It is therefore crucial to 
acquire a better understanding of the clinicopathological and 
patient characteristics in early gastric neoplasia.

GC develops through the accumulation of genetic and 
epigenetic alterations (10). In sporadic GC, the frequency of 
DNA methylation of MLH1 is 20-30% (11-13), and that of 
the P53 gene mutation is 25-50% (12,14,15). MLH1 is a DNA 
mismatch repair (MMR) gene and hypermethylation of the 
promoter region of MLH1 is the main cause of microsatellite 
instability (MSI) in primary GCs (16). Fleisher et al reported 
that immunohistochemical staining of the Mlh1 protein may 
be included in routine diagnostic methods used to predict 
hypermethylation of the MLH1 promoter (17). This suggests 
that the simple detection of MSI caused by the DNA methyla-
tion of MLH1 is achieved by immunohistochemical analysis 
of tumor specimens. A number of clinicopathological char-
acteristics of GC with MMR-gene deficiency or MSI were 
previously reported (18-21). However, the relationship between 
MMR abnormality and the clinicopathological characteristics 
in early-stage gastric neoplasia, particularly in endoscopically 
resected samples, has yet to be elucidated.

Mucin-based histochemical and immunohistochemical 
examinations showed that gastric and intestinal phenotypic 
cell markers are widely expressed in GCs, irrespective of 
histological type (22-24). Moreover, it was reported that GCs 
with a predominantly gastric phenotype have a pronounced 
tendency toward invasion, metastasis and poor prognosis 
compared to GCs that have an intestinal phenotypic expression 
(25-28).

Clinicopathological and patient characteristics of early gastric 
neoplasia endoscopically resected with loss of Mlh1 expression
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Elucidation of the relationship between the clinicopatho-
logical and patient characteristics and the molecular events in 
early gastric neoplasia may improve the early detection, treat-
ment and surveillance of GC. The relationship between Mlh1 
expression and the clinicopathological characteristics, such 
as age, gender, alcohol consumption, smoking, oncological 
family history, P53 expression and phenotypic expression in 
early stages of gastric neoplasias, were evaluated using tumor 
tissues removed by endoscopic resection (ER).

Materials and methods

Patients and tissue samples. Tumor specimens were obtained 
from 140 patients (89 males and 51 females) who underwent 
ER at Tottori university Hospital, Japan, between 1994 
and 2007. Patients with familial adenomatous polyposis or 
hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer were excluded. 
The histological examination showed that of the 140 tumors, 
31 were gastric adenomas (GAs) and 109 early gastric cancers 
(EGCs) (Table I). Macroscopic and histological evaluations 
were performed according to the classifications of the Japanese 
Gastric Cancer Association (29). Macroscopic features were 
divided into two major types: elevated and flat or depressed. 
The depth of invasion and histological grade were classified 
according to the predominant features of the tumors. In this 
study, the adenoma samples corresponded to moderate or 
high-grade adenoma/dysplasia and the cancer samples corre-
sponded to non-invasive or intramucosal carcinoma according 
to the Vienna classification system (30), with the exception 
of seven submucosal invasive cancers. The EGCs comprised 
histologically differentiated carcinomas, with the exception 
of four poorly differentiated and/or signet-ring cell carci-
nomas. H. pylori positivity was not checked. Two experienced 
pathologists (K.Y. and H.I.) verified the pathological diagnoses. 
Smoking habits, alcohol consumption and oncological family 
history of the patients were recorded by medical doctors on 
admission. Alcohol consumption and smoking were defined as 
regular intake when the respective consumption was >35 g of 
ethanol and 5 cigarettes per day. Positivity for family history 
of cancer was defined as a history of cancer within first-degree 
relatives. Patients with a family history of gastric cancer and 
those with an oncological family history were identified. The 
cases were analyzed anonymously; specimens were assigned 
a number without any personal information. Approval for the 
study was obtained from the Institutional Review board.

Immunohistochemical staining. Paraffin-embedded, 4-µm 
sections were immunohistochemically stained with anti-Mlh1 
mouse monoclonal antibody (G168-15; PharMingen, San Diego, 
CA, uSA; dilution 1:50), anti-P53 mouse monoclonal antibody 
(DO-7; Dakopatts, Copenhagen, Denmark; dilution 1:50), 
anti-human gastric mucin (HGM) mouse monoclonal antibody 
(45M1; Novocastra Laboratories, Ltd., Newcastle, uk; dilu-
tion 1:50), anti-MuC2 mouse monoclonal antibody (Ccp58; 
Novocastra; dilution 1:100) and anti-CD10 mouse monoclonal 
antibody (56C6; Novocastra; dilution 1:50) using the avidin-
biotin-peroxidase complex technique.

Immunohistochemical staining was performed as described 
below. In brief, following deparaffinization in xylene and 
rehydration in ethanol, the sections were immersed in citrate 

buffer (0.01 M, pH 6.0) and heated in a microwave oven for 
20-30 min to retrieve antigens. Endogenous peroxidase activity 
was blocked by incubation with 3% H2O2 and the sections were 
then incubated with the primary antibody overnight at 4˚C. 
As a negative control, the primary antibody was replaced with 
normal serum IgG at a similar dilution. The detection reaction 
followed the protocol of Vectastain Elite AbC kit (Vector 
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA). Diaminobenzidine was 
used as a chromogen and haematoxylin was used as a counter-
stain. The sections were incubated with biotinylated anti-mouse 
IgG and avidin-biotin-peroxidase, and then visualized using 
diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride.

Two independent observers (S.S. and k.Y.) evaluated the 
expression of the proteins tested and the immunohistochemical 
analysis was performed in a blind manner with respect to the 
clinical information.

Assessment of Mlh1 immunostaining. Evaluation of Mlh1 
expression was regarded as either normal or decreased. The 
cases with definite nuclear staining in <30% of the tumor cells 
were identified as decreased (Fig. 1).

Assessment of P53 immunostaining. Five representative fields 
were examined and a total of 1,000 tumor cells (200 for 
each field) were counted under the microscope using a high-
power (x200) objective. Distinct nuclear immunoreaction was 
assessed as positive. In this study, the specimens were regarded 
as P53-positive when >10% of tumor cells stained as positive.

Table I. Clinicopathological characteristics and patient back-
ground in early gastric neoplasias.

 Early gastric Gastric adenoma
 carcinoma (n=109) (n=31)

Gender (M:F) 75:34 14:17
Age (mean ± SD) 69.7±9.1 71.1±6.4
Elevated/flat, depressed 59:50 31:0
Histological type
 Tub     84 Mild           1
 Pap     21 Moderate 20
 Por/Sig 4 Severe      10
Depth of invasion 102:7
(mucosa:submucosa)
Regular alcohol 51 (46.8) 8 (35.8)
intake (%)
Current or ever 58 (53.2) 13 (41.9)
smoker (%)
Oncological family 61 (60.0) 20 (64.5)
history (%)
Family history of 42 (38.5) 12 (38.7)
gastric cancer (%)

SD, stadard deviation; Tub, tubular adenocarcinoma; Pap, papillary 
adenocarcinoma; Por, poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma; Sig, signet 
ring cell adenocarcinoma.
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Assessment of HGM, MUC2 and CD10 immunostaining. 
HGM staining was observed in the cytoplasm of the gastric 
foveolar epithelium and mucous neck cells. MuC2 staining 
was observed in the cytoplasm around the nuclei of the goblet 
cells and CD10 staining was observed along the brush border 
of the luminal surface of the epithelium. Although CD10 is 
also expressed in the apical portion of the cytoplasm of normal 
gastric mucosa, only the expression of CD10 along the brush 
border was studied. The results from the staining were classi-
fied as positive and negative expression. Staining of >10% of 
the adenoma and carcinoma cells was regarded as having a 
positive expression and <10% as having a negative expression.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using 
the Chi-square test with Yates' correction, Fisher's test, the 
Mann-Whitney U test and logistic regression. P<0.05 was 
considered to be statistically significant. Statistical compu-
tations were performed using the Stat View 5.0 software 
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, uSA).

Results

Clinicopathological and patient characteristics. Clinico-
pathological characteristics and patient backgrounds in early 
gastric neoplasias are shown in Table I. The mean age of the 

EGC cases was 69.7±9.1 years (range 45-85) and that of the 
GA cases was 71.1±6.4 years (range 51-82). GAs were found 
more often in female than in male patients (33.3 vs. 15.7%; 
P=0.016). Among the 140 gastric neoplasia cases, 54 (38.5%) 
had a family history of GC and 81 (57.9%) had a family 
history of malignancy. A total of 59 patients (42.1%) consumed 
alcohol and 71 patients (50.7%) were smokers.

Mlh1, P53 and phenotypic (HGM, MUC2, CD10) expression 
in early gastric neoplasias. Loss of Mlh1 expression was 
found more often in EGCs than in GAs [30/109 (27.5%) vs. 
3/31 (9.6%), P=0.053]. P53 overexpression occurred signifi-
cantly more often in EGCs than in GAs [30/109 (27.5%) vs. 
2/31 (6.5%), P=0.014]. Significant HGM expression was found 
more often in EGCs than in GAs [71/109 (65.1%) vs. 10/31 
(32.3%), P=0.001]. On the other hand, CD10 and MuC2 
expression occurred significantly more often in GAs than in 
EGCs [21/31 (66.7%) vs. 30/109 (27.5%); P<0.001 and 27/31 
(87.1%) vs. 53/109 (27.5%); P=0.001, respectively] (Table II).

Relationship between Mlh1 expression and the clinicopatho-
logical and patient characteristics in early gastric neoplasias. 
Female patients presented more often with EGCs showing 
a loss of Mlh1 expression than EGCs showing a positive 
Mlh1 expression [13/30 (43.3%) vs. 21/79 (26.6%), P=0.094]. 
Adenomas with a loss of Mlh1 expression were found in 
only three tumors of elderly female patients (9.6%) (data not 
shown). Loss of Mlh1 expression was closely associated with 
elevated macroscopic classification (P=0.04) and oncological 
family history (P=0.03). No significant difference was noted 
between the expression of Mlh1 and other clinicopathological 
or patient characteristics (Table III).

Among the elderly patients (≥65 years), the females had 
significantly more EGCs with loss of Mlh1 expression than 
EGCs with a positive Mlh1 expression [13/22 (59.1%) vs. 17/57 
(29.8%), P=0.016]. Furthermore, a family history of GC and 
an oncological family history were associated more often with 
EGCs with loss of Mlh1 expression than EGCs with a positive 
Mlh1 expression [13/22 (59.1%) vs. 19/57 (33.3%), P=0.037 
and 17/22 (77.3%) vs. 29/57 (50.9%), P=0.033, respectively] 
(Table IV).

However, no correlation was found between P53 expression 
and phenotypic expression and any of the clinicopathological 
or patient data.

Relationship between Mlh1 expression and P53 and pheno-
typic expression in early gastric cancer. P53 overexpression 

Table II. Mlh1, P53 and phenotype expression in early gastric 
neoplasias.

 Cancer (n=109) Adenoma (n=31)

Mlh1 (+/-) 79:30 (27.5%) 28:3     (9.6%)
P53 (+/-) 30:79 (27.5%) 2:29   (6.5%)
HGM (+/-) 71:38 (65.1%) 10:21 (32.3%)
CD10 (+/-) 30:79 (27.5%) 21:10 (66.7%)
MuC2 (+/-) 53:56 (48.6%) 27:4   (87.1%)

Figure 1. Expression of Mlh1 in early gastric cancer (GC). Mlh1 protein 
expression was examined immunohistochemically. (A) Sample from a 
61-year-old male presenting with early gastric cancer with strong nuclear 
immunoreactivity for Mlh1 protein. (b) Sample from a 76-year-old female 
presenting with early gastric cancer with no nuclear immunoreactivity for 
Mlh1 protein. Normal mucosa with strong nuclear expression of Mlh1 pro-
tein is presented on the right side of each image.

  A

  B
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occurred significantly more often in EGCs with a positive Mlh1 
expression than in EGCs with loss of Mlh1 expression [28/79 
(35.4%) vs. 2/30 (6.7%), P=0.002]. HGM expression was found 
significantly more often in GCs with loss of Mlh1 expression 
than in GCs with a positive Mlh1 expression [25/30 (83.3%) 
vs. 46/79 (58.2%), P=0.017] (Table V).

Multivariate analysis of factors related to Mlh1 expression. 
Multivariate analysis using the logistic regression model showed 
that female gender (P=0.044; OR=21.1; 95% CI 1.08-408) and 
P53 expression (P=0.014; OR=19.6; 95% CI 1.80-211) correlated 
with Mlh1 expression in elderly patients (≥65 years of age) 
with EGC.

Discussion

The present study focused on endoscopically resected early 
gastric neoplasias and showed that loss of Mlh1 expression 
in EGCs in elderly individuals occurs more significantly in 
females than in males. In addition, our results indicate that 
the frequency of aberrant Mlh1 expression in EGCs increases 
significantly in patients with an oncological family history and 
elevated gross type.

Numerous GCs develop through defects in DNA MMR 
genes, such as MLH1 or MSH2, or tumor suppressor genes, 
such as P53 (12). Evidence of MLH1 hypermethylation is 

noted in approximately 20-30% of differentiated carcinomas 
(11-13). Epigenetic methylation-associated inactivation of the 
MLH1 MMR gene is a potent trigger of MSI, especially 
high-frequency MSI (MSI-H) (17). Moreover, a strong corre- 
lation has been noted between MSI and methylation 
analysis, as well as MMR protein immunoexpression. Thus, 
immunohistochemistry is a rapid and cost-effective method 
for identifying MMR-gene alterations (31-34). As previously 
reported, MLH1 methylation is frequently observed in GCs 
of elderly patients (18,19) and MSI-H GCs are identified by 
their expanding growth pattern (20). Similarly, in this study 

Table III. Relationship between clinicopathological characteristics and Mlh1 expression in early gastric cancer.

 Mlh1 expression P-value
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Positive (n=79) Negative (n=30)

Gender (M:F) 58:21 17:13 0.094
Age (mean ± SD) 69.7±9.1 69.6±9.1 0.903
Elevated/flat, depressed 38:41 21:9 0.040
Histologic type (tub:pap:por/sig) 64:12:3 20:9:1 0.216
Depth of invasion (m:sm) 76:3 26:4 0.070
Regular alcohol intake (%) 38 (48.1) 13 (43.3) 0.660
Current or ever smoker (%) 43 (54.4) 15 (50.0) 0.683
Oncological family history (%) 39 (49.4) 22 (73.3) 0.030
Family history of gastric cancer (%) 26 (32.9) 16 (53.3) 0.051

Tub, tubular adenocarcinoma; Pap, papillary adenocarcinoma; Por, poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma; Sig, signet ring cell adenocarcinoma.

Table IV. Relationship between Mlh1 expression and clinicopathological and patient characteristics in elderly (≥65 years of age) 
patients with early gastric cancer.

 Mlh1 expression P-value
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Positive (n=57) Negative (n=22)

Gender (M:F) 40:17 9:13 0.016
Age (mean ± SD) 74.4±5.4 74.0±5.3 0.903
Elevated/flat, depressed 33:24 17:5 0.109
Oncological family history (%) 29 (50.9) 17 (77.3) 0.033
Family history of gastric cancer (%) 19 (33.3) 13 (59.1) 0.037

Table V. Relationship between Mlh1 expression and P53 and 
phenotypic expression in early gastric cancer.

Positive Mlh1 expression P-value
expression
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Positive (n=79, %) Negative (n=30, %)

P53 28 (35.4) 2 (6.7) 0.002
HGM 46 (58.2) 25 (83.3) 0.017
CD10 25 (31.6)   5 (16.7) 0.120
MuC2 14 (17.7) 16 (53.3) 0.550
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GC with loss of Mlh1 expression was associated with elevated 
gross type. In colorectal types of cancer, breivik et al found 
that MSI occurred most frequently in young male and older 
female patients (35). In GC, the frequency of the promoter 
methylation of MLH1 and the lack of Mlh1 expression 
increases with advancing age (9,18,21). In our study, GCs 
with loss of Mlh1 expression were statistically significant in 
the elderly female patients. In GAs, loss of Mlh1 expression 
was detected in only three tumors of elderly female patients. 
while three studies have indicated a trend of association 
between female gender and immunohistochemical negativity 
for Mlh1 or for the MSI phenotype in GCs, the samples used 
in these studies were surgical tissues (13,36,37). The results 
from these studies suggest differences between the genders in 
the molecular pathways of gastric neoplasia in elderly patients. 
Our study is the first to report on the relationship between 
gender and Mlh1 expression in early gastric neoplasia resected 
by endoscopy in elderly patients. Previous results from animal 
experiments have shown a protective effect of female gender 
on inflammation-associated cancer, which is attributed to 
estrogen (38). This mechanism may account for the frequent 
aberrant Mlh1 expression noted in older female patients with 
early gastric neoplasias. However, this mechanism has yet to 
be elucidated.

The association of MSI and family history of GC is 
controversial. In five studies, correlations between MSI and 
GC-positive family history were found (39-43). In particular, 
Shinmura et al noted an association between MSI and GC 
familial clustering in early GC, but not in advanced-stage 
GC (40). kanemitsu et al indicated that MSI is induced by a 
deficiency in the MMR protein expression (42). Our analyses 
using endoscopically resected EGCs showed a significant 
association between aberrant Mlh1 expression and GC-positive 
family history in elderly patients. The association between MSI 
and family history may reflect exposure to environmental or 
dietary factors shared by close relatives. Taken together, these 
causal factors in familial GC may also be associated with MSI 
in the early stages of carcinogenesis.

On the basis of cellular phenotype, obvious differences 
occur in the biological behavior of gastric vs. intestinal pheno-
type of GCs. Gastric phenotype GCs are considered to have 
greater invasiveness and metastatic potential than intestinal 
phenotype GCs (28). Concerning the relationship between 
genetic/epigenetic alterations and phenotypes, DNA methyla-
tion of MLH1 occurred more frequently in GCs with gastric 
phenotype. Furthermore, Endo et al reported that MSI was 
detected more frequently in gastric phenotype GCs than in 
intestinal phenotype GCs (26). Findings of our previous and 
current studies showed that gastric phenotype EGCs were 
significantly associated with loss or reduction of Mlh1 expres-
sion (44). However, we did not find any correlation between 
phenotypic expression and other clinicopathological or patient 
data. Thus, our data and those of previous reports support the 
correlation between cellular phenotype and Mlh1 alterations. 
However, more studies are required to clarify the mechanisms 
of this association.

In the present study, P53 overexpression was found in 
27.5% of EGCs and was inversely associated with loss of Mlh1 
expression. This finding is consistent with previous reports 
(12,45). However, the relationship between P53 expression and 

clinicopathological factors was not determined. It has been 
reported that H. pylori mediated the up-regulation of activation- 
induced cytidine deaminase results in the accumulation of 
nucleotide alterations in the P53 tumor suppressor gene in 
gastric cells in vitro (46). Thus, P53 overexpression may be 
directly affected by H. pylori infection and not by individual 
characteristics.

In conclusion, this study showed that EGC with Mlh1 
silencing exhibits characteristics, such as age, gender, family 
history and tumor growth pattern. These data should be used 
for the screening and surveillance of GC, particularly in 
elderly individuals. Further investigations into the relationship 
between MMR methylation and patient and tumor character-
istics through in vitro and/or in vivo studies are required to 
thoroughly elucidate the molecular interactions involved.
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